
Mychoice Summer Mercedes Giveaway 
Drafted: 6/21/19 
CASINO NAME: Plainridge Park Casino 
CONTACT: Michele Collins, VP of Marketing 
Drawing Date/Time: Saturday July 20th, 2019 from 6p-10p & August 24th, 2019 from 5pm-10pm 

 
PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

 
 

• Part 1: July 20th Drawings 
 

o Five (5) Mychoice Rewards members will be drawn during each drawing time from 6PM-
8:30PM through the MGT EDraw application.  To be eligible for the drawings, customers 
with entries will have to activate their entries within three hours of the qualifying time 
period by inserting their mychoice rewards card into any MGT Kiosk or inserting their 
mychoice rewards card into any eligible slot machine.  
 

o Entries for the mychoice Summer may be earned over a qualification period beginning at 
6AM on July 1, 2019 through 6PM on July 20, 2019.  mychoice Rewards members earn one 
(1) entry for every 4 tier points earned while playing with a Mychoice Rewards card. On 
Tuesday’s and Thursday’s, Mychoice Rewards members will earn 10x Entries. 
 

o The five (5) selected Mychoice Rewards members, with their respective Mychoice Rewards 
card and acceptable form of valid identification, must report to the Promo Zone within five 
(5) minutes of their name or Mychoice Rewards account number being announced over the 
casino’s public audio system for all drawings.  In the event that all five (5) Mychoice Rewards 
members do not report and register within five (5) minutes of being selected, another 
Mychoice Rewards member will be selected and announced and have five (5) minutes to 
report to the Promo zone until five (5) qualifying positions have reported for that designated 
drawing.  

 
o In the order that the winners were drawn, they will each select a numbered briefcase. Four 

(4) contain the Free SLOTPLAY option. One (1) contains a seat in the grand prize drawing. 
 

 
• Prize Structure: 

 

Drawing  
Time 

Card In Drawings 
# of Winners FSP Amount # of Winners Wild Card Seat 

6:00pm 4 $250 - $1,000 1 Seat in Aug 24th Final 
7:00pm 4 $250 - $1,000 1 Seat in Aug 24th Final 
8:00pm 4 $250 - $1,000 1 Seat in Aug 24th Final 
9:00pm 4 $250 - $1,000 1 Seat in Aug 24th Final 
10:00pm 4 $250 - $1,000 1 Seat in Aug 24th Final 

 
 



• Part 2: August 24th Drawings 
 

o Entries for the mychoice Summer finale at 10pm may be earned over a qualification period 
beginning at 6AM on July 1, 2019 through 6PM on August 24, 2019.  mychoice Rewards 
members earn one (1) entry for every 4 tier points earned while playing with a Mychoice 
Rewards card. On Tuesday’s and Thursday’s, Mychoice Rewards members will earn 10x 
Entries. 

 
• Prize Structure: 

 

Drawing  
Time 

Card In Drawings 
# of Winners FSP Amount # of Winners Wild Card Seat 

5:00pm 4 $250 - $1,000 1 Seat in Aug 24th Final 
6:00pm 4 $250 - $1,000 1 Seat in Aug 24th Final 
7:00pm 4 $250 - $1,000 1 Seat in Aug 24th Final 
8:00pm 4 $250 - $1,000 1 Seat in Aug 24th Final 
9:00pm 4 $250 - $1,000 1 Seat in Aug 24th Final 

 
 
o To be eligible for the 10PM drawings, customers with entries will have to activate their 

entries within three hours of the final qualifying time period by inserting their mychoice 
rewards card into any MGT Kiosk or inserting their mychoice rewards card into any eligible 
slot machine between 6pm to 9pm.   

 
Drawing  

Time # of Winners Wild Card Seat 
10pm 5 5 seats to finale 

 
 
o Using the random MGT EDraw, five (5) Mychoice Rewards members will be selected as Wild 

Card Winners.  Winners must report to the Promo Zone with their respective Mychoice 
Rewards card and acceptable form of valid identification within five (5) minutes of their 
name or Mychoice Rewards account number being announced over the casino’s public 
audio system.  In the event that all five (5) Mychoice Rewards members do not report within 
five (5) minutes of being selected, another Mychoice Rewards member will be selected and 
announced and have five (5) minutes to report to Promo Zone until five (5) Wild Card 
Finalists have reported.  

 
o Each randomly selected Mychoice Rewards member who is defined as a “finalist” from the 

July 20th Drawing, the 5PM, 6PM, 7PM, 8PM, and 9PM drawings on August 24th, and the five 
(5) Wild Card winners must re-register at the promo zone by presenting their respective 
Mychoice Rewards card and valid photo identification to Plainridge staff no later than 
10:10PM.  If any “finalist”, as previously determined fromJuly 20th and August 24th at the 
5PM, 6PM, 7PM, 8PM, and 9PM drawing, or any of the four (4) Wild Card Finalists do not 
reregister by 9:25PM, that Mychoice Rewards member will be disqualified and will not be 



replaced by another “finalist”.  “Finalists” may not vacate the promo zone area without 
approval of Plainridge staff or will be disqualified.  

 
o The total number of “finalists”, inclusive of the Wild Card Finalists from the 10PM drawing, 

may not exceed ten (15) Mychoice Rewards members.   
 
o  

General Rules     
1. As used herein “PPC” means Plainridge Park Casino and all of its parent, affiliated, and subsidiary 

companies. 
2. No purchase necessary to participate. Void where prohibited or restricted by law.  
3. Must be at least 21 years of age to participate and participants must provide valid proof of age.  
4. All participants must have a Mychoice Rewards Card; Mychoice Rewards cards are free and are 

available at Player Services. 
5. This promotion is subject to all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations, including 

gaming, and all aspects of the promotion are subject to the approval of appropriate regulatory 
authorities.  

6. Winners must show their Mychoice Rewards card and valid picture identification (driver’s license, 
state identification card, or military identification card) in order to collect prize.  If winner is not a 
U.S. citizen, a current passport or alien registration card is required. 

7. Winners agree to allow the use of their name and likeness for promotions/advertising and 
announcements without compensation where permitted. 

8. Winners are responsible for any and all taxes, licenses, registrations and other fees. 
9. Event times are approximate.  PPC reserves the right to change event times or date due to 

unforeseen or extenuating circumstances. 
10. All decisions regarding the interpretation of rules, eligibility, etc. for this promotion lie solely with 

PPC whose decisions are final. 
11. PPC reserves the right to modify or cancel this promotion at any time, for any reason, subject to any 

applicable regulatory approval, provided that such modification shall not, as of the date of such 
modification, materially alter or change any participant’s prize already awarded. 

12. PPC may disqualify any person for any prize based upon fraud, dishonesty, violation of promotional 
rules or other misconduct whether or not related to this promotion. 

13. PPC is not liable for injuries or losses arising or resulting from participation in the promotion and is 
not liable for any acts or omissions by employees, whether negligent or willful, in the conduct of the 
promotion and is not liable in the event of any equipment or software malfunction. 

14. PPC is not responsible for electronic transmission errors or delays resulting in omission, interruption, 
deletion, defect, delay in operations or transmission, theft or destruction or unauthorized access to 
or alterations of entry materials, or for technical, hardware, software, or telephone failures of any 
kind, lost or unavailable connections, fraud, incomplete, garbled, or delayed computer 
transmissions, whether caused by PPC, users, or by any of the equipment or programming 
associated with or utilized in the promotion or by any technical or human error which may occur in 
the processing of submissions which may limit, restrict, or prevent a participant’s ability to 
participate in the promotion.  

15. If for any reason the promotion is not capable of running as planned, including infection by 
computer virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorized intervention, fraud, technical failures, or any other 
causes within or beyond the control of PPC which corrupt or affect the administration, security, 
fairness, integrity, or proper conduct of this promotion, PPC reserves the right at its sole discretion 
to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the promotion.   



16. Any attempt by any person to deliberately damage any program or to undermine the legitimate 
operation of this promotion may be a violation of criminal and civil laws and should such an attempt 
be made, PPC reserves the right to seek damages from any such person to the fullest extent of the 
law. 

17. Prizes are non-transferable.  
18. Must be present to win.  
19. Immediate family members of Plainridge Park Casino employees are not eligible to participate in 

vehicle drawing (Part II). 
20. All employees of Plainridge Park Casino are prohibited from gambling/wagering on slot machines 

owned or operated by PPC. Employees may not engage in or initiate any type of gambling while on 
Company premises, i.e., dice games, “sports pools,” etc.   Furthermore, Employee gambling / 
wagering during working hours interferes with the employee’s ability to adequately perform his or 
her duties.  Therefore, no employee may gamble/wager while on duty or in work uniform.   

Moreover, the Company recognizes that an appearance of impropriety may be created when 
certain employees gamble/wager at a PNG subsidiary.  Therefore, any employee who holds a 
position of department manager or above may not gamble/wager at a PNG subsidiary and may not 
place a wager on a horse race conducted at a PNG racing subsidiary.   

In addition, any employee who has the ability to adjust or input information in the casino 
management system may not hold a Penn National Gaming Player Card at any Penn National 
Gaming Property.   

Employees who do not have access to the casino management system may hold a player card 
issued by a Penn National affiliate and may receive comps and points just like any customer.   
However, in order to avoid potential or perceived improprieties, employees may not participate in 
any marketing drawings, contests, sweepstakes or slot or table tournaments at any Penn property.  
This policy is subject to any further restrictions in gambling by licensed employees that may be 
imposed by the state in which the employee works. 

21. Individuals who are excluded from casino facilities, either through a government program or by their 
own request, are not eligible. 

22. By participating in this promotion, participants agree to the rules. 
23. A copy of these rules and any changes will be available at Player Services throughout the duration of 

this promotion. 

 



Mychoice Summer Mercedes Giveaway

Drafted: 6/21/19

CASINO NAME: Plainridge Park Casino

CONTACT: Michele Collins, VP of Marketing


Drawing Date/Time: Saturday July 20th, 2019 from 6p-10p & August 24th, 2019 from 5pm-10pm

PROGRAM STRUCTURE


· Part 1: July 20th Drawings


· Five (5) Mychoice Rewards members will be drawn during each drawing time from 6PM-8:30PM through the MGT EDraw application.  To be eligible for the drawings, customers with entries will have to activate their entries within three hours of the qualifying time period by inserting their mychoice rewards card into any MGT Kiosk or inserting their mychoice rewards card into any eligible slot machine. 

· Entries for the mychoice Summer may be earned over a qualification period beginning at 6AM on July 1, 2019 through 6PM on July 20, 2019.  mychoice Rewards members earn one (1) entry for every 4 tier points earned while playing with a Mychoice Rewards card. On Tuesday’s and Thursday’s, Mychoice Rewards members will earn 10x Entries.

· The five (5) selected Mychoice Rewards members, with their respective Mychoice Rewards card and acceptable form of valid identification, must report to the Promo Zone within five (5) minutes of their name or Mychoice Rewards account number being announced over the casino’s public audio system for all drawings.  In the event that all five (5) Mychoice Rewards members do not report and register within five (5) minutes of being selected, another Mychoice Rewards member will be selected and announced and have five (5) minutes to report to the Promo zone until five (5) qualifying positions have reported for that designated drawing. 

· In the order that the winners were drawn, they will each select a numbered briefcase. Four (4) contain the Free SLOTPLAY option. One (1) contains a seat in the grand prize drawing.

· Prize Structure:


		Drawing 
Time

		Card In Drawings



		

		# of Winners

		FSP Amount

		# of Winners

		Wild Card Seat



		6:00pm

		4

		$250 - $1,000

		1

		Seat in Aug 24th Final



		7:00pm

		4

		$250 - $1,000

		1

		Seat in Aug 24th Final



		8:00pm

		4

		$250 - $1,000

		1

		Seat in Aug 24th Final



		9:00pm

		4

		$250 - $1,000

		1

		Seat in Aug 24th Final



		10:00pm

		4

		$250 - $1,000

		1

		Seat in Aug 24th Final





· Part 2: August 24th Drawings


· Entries for the mychoice Summer finale at 10pm may be earned over a qualification period beginning at 6AM on July 1, 2019 through 6PM on August 24, 2019.  mychoice Rewards members earn one (1) entry for every 4 tier points earned while playing with a Mychoice Rewards card. On Tuesday’s and Thursday’s, Mychoice Rewards members will earn 10x Entries.

· Prize Structure:


		Drawing 
Time

		Card In Drawings



		

		# of Winners

		FSP Amount

		# of Winners

		Wild Card Seat



		5:00pm

		4

		$250 - $1,000

		1

		Seat in Aug 24th Final



		6:00pm

		4

		$250 - $1,000

		1

		Seat in Aug 24th Final



		7:00pm

		4

		$250 - $1,000

		1

		Seat in Aug 24th Final



		8:00pm

		4

		$250 - $1,000

		1

		Seat in Aug 24th Final



		9:00pm

		4

		$250 - $1,000

		1

		Seat in Aug 24th Final





· To be eligible for the 10PM drawings, customers with entries will have to activate their entries within three hours of the final qualifying time period by inserting their mychoice rewards card into any MGT Kiosk or inserting their mychoice rewards card into any eligible slot machine between 6pm to 9pm.  

		Drawing 
Time

		# of Winners

		Wild Card Seat



		10pm

		5

		5 seats to finale





· Using the random MGT EDraw, five (5) Mychoice Rewards members will be selected as Wild Card Winners.  Winners must report to the Promo Zone with their respective Mychoice Rewards card and acceptable form of valid identification within five (5) minutes of their name or Mychoice Rewards account number being announced over the casino’s public audio system.  In the event that all five (5) Mychoice Rewards members do not report within five (5) minutes of being selected, another Mychoice Rewards member will be selected and announced and have five (5) minutes to report to Promo Zone until five (5) Wild Card Finalists have reported. 

· Each randomly selected Mychoice Rewards member who is defined as a “finalist” from the July 20th Drawing, the 5PM, 6PM, 7PM, 8PM, and 9PM drawings on August 24th, and the five (5) Wild Card winners must re-register at the promo zone by presenting their respective Mychoice Rewards card and valid photo identification to Plainridge staff no later than 10:10PM.  If any “finalist”, as previously determined fromJuly 20th and August 24th at the 5PM, 6PM, 7PM, 8PM, and 9PM drawing, or any of the four (4) Wild Card Finalists do not reregister by 9:25PM, that Mychoice Rewards member will be disqualified and will not be replaced by another “finalist”.  “Finalists” may not vacate the promo zone area without approval of Plainridge staff or will be disqualified. 

· The total number of “finalists”, inclusive of the Wild Card Finalists from the 10PM drawing, may not exceed ten (15) Mychoice Rewards members.  

General Rules    


1. As used herein “PPC” means Plainridge Park Casino and all of its parent, affiliated, and subsidiary companies.


2. No purchase necessary to participate. Void where prohibited or restricted by law. 


3. Must be at least 21 years of age to participate and participants must provide valid proof of age. 


4. All participants must have a Mychoice Rewards Card; Mychoice Rewards cards are free and are available at Player Services.


5. This promotion is subject to all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations, including gaming, and all aspects of the promotion are subject to the approval of appropriate regulatory authorities. 

6. Winners must show their Mychoice Rewards card and valid picture identification (driver’s license, state identification card, or military identification card) in order to collect prize.  If winner is not a U.S. citizen, a current passport or alien registration card is required.


7. Winners agree to allow the use of their name and likeness for promotions/advertising and announcements without compensation where permitted.


8. Winners are responsible for any and all taxes, licenses, registrations and other fees.


9. Event times are approximate.  PPC reserves the right to change event times or date due to unforeseen or extenuating circumstances.


10. All decisions regarding the interpretation of rules, eligibility, etc. for this promotion lie solely with PPC whose decisions are final.


11. PPC reserves the right to modify or cancel this promotion at any time, for any reason, subject to any applicable regulatory approval, provided that such modification shall not, as of the date of such modification, materially alter or change any participant’s prize already awarded.


12. PPC may disqualify any person for any prize based upon fraud, dishonesty, violation of promotional rules or other misconduct whether or not related to this promotion.


13. PPC is not liable for injuries or losses arising or resulting from participation in the promotion and is not liable for any acts or omissions by employees, whether negligent or willful, in the conduct of the promotion and is not liable in the event of any equipment or software malfunction.


14. PPC is not responsible for electronic transmission errors or delays resulting in omission, interruption, deletion, defect, delay in operations or transmission, theft or destruction or unauthorized access to or alterations of entry materials, or for technical, hardware, software, or telephone failures of any kind, lost or unavailable connections, fraud, incomplete, garbled, or delayed computer transmissions, whether caused by PPC, users, or by any of the equipment or programming associated with or utilized in the promotion or by any technical or human error which may occur in the processing of submissions which may limit, restrict, or prevent a participant’s ability to participate in the promotion. 


15. If for any reason the promotion is not capable of running as planned, including infection by computer virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorized intervention, fraud, technical failures, or any other causes within or beyond the control of PPC which corrupt or affect the administration, security, fairness, integrity, or proper conduct of this promotion, PPC reserves the right at its sole discretion to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the promotion.  


16. Any attempt by any person to deliberately damage any program or to undermine the legitimate operation of this promotion may be a violation of criminal and civil laws and should such an attempt be made, PPC reserves the right to seek damages from any such person to the fullest extent of the law.


17. Prizes are non-transferable. 


18. Must be present to win. 

19. Immediate family members of Plainridge Park Casino employees are not eligible to participate in vehicle drawing (Part II).

20. All employees of Plainridge Park Casino are prohibited from gambling/wagering on slot machines owned or operated by PPC. Employees may not engage in or initiate any type of gambling while on Company premises, i.e., dice games, “sports pools,” etc.   Furthermore, Employee gambling / wagering during working hours interferes with the employee’s ability to adequately perform his or her duties.  Therefore, no employee may gamble/wager while on duty or in work uniform.  


Moreover, the Company recognizes that an appearance of impropriety may be created when certain employees gamble/wager at a PNG subsidiary.  Therefore, any employee who holds a position of department manager or above may not gamble/wager at a PNG subsidiary and may not place a wager on a horse race conducted at a PNG racing subsidiary.  


In addition, any employee who has the ability to adjust or input information in the casino management system may not hold a Penn National Gaming Player Card at any Penn National Gaming Property.  


Employees who do not have access to the casino management system may hold a player card issued by a Penn National affiliate and may receive comps and points just like any customer.   However, in order to avoid potential or perceived improprieties, employees may not participate in any marketing drawings, contests, sweepstakes or slot or table tournaments at any Penn property.  This policy is subject to any further restrictions in gambling by licensed employees that may be imposed by the state in which the employee works.


21. Individuals who are excluded from casino facilities, either through a government program or by their own request, are not eligible.


22. By participating in this promotion, participants agree to the rules.


23. A copy of these rules and any changes will be available at Player Services throughout the duration of this promotion.


